Does your facility deal with these boiler cleaning challenges?

• Ineffective cleaning
• Inadequate cleaning in key areas
• Tube erosion and damage
• Excessive maintenance cost & time
• Any combination of these, in some boiler sections or all
We focus on solving the boiler cleaning issues that your existing equipment cannot
satisfactorily address. We target these areas with a unique tailored solution.

The right solution is to clean your boiler effectively and efficiently
with no collateral damage.

The 3rd Gen Boiler Cleaning System uses Shock Pulse Generators (SPGs)
as the mechanism to solve tough boiler cleaning challenges. SPGs efficiently
clean ash and slag build-up across a broad range of boiler applications.
A 3rd Gen Boiler Cleaning System offers the following benefits:
• Mechanically simple
• No damage to tubes
• Straightforward installation
• Compact arrangement
• No high-quality steam or large volume compressed air required
• No components extend inside past the boiler wall
A 3rd Gen Boiler Cleaning System requires minimal utilities:
• Small doses (ounces) of natural gas, oxygen and nitrogen for each pulse
• Limited amounts of plant air to purge the system
• 110V electrical supply (in most cases)

How Does It Work?
Shock pulse generators use a high energy pressure wave to remove deposits and
ash build-up, reaching deep into tube bundles. The pressure wave is generated from
the rapid combustion of small doses of gases at high pressure inside the SPG body,
then directed into the boiler. The system works by creating alternating high and low
pressure zones – not through the use of jets or directed gas flows.
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3RD Gen Boiler Cleaning Systems are backed-up by proven results
at over 150 installations worldwide.
With only
one SPG in
operation,
the WHB
saw improved
outlet gas
temperatures
across a range
of feed
rate loads.
The proof is in the benefits:
• Improved outlet gas temperatures
• Increased steam flow
• Reduced gas-side pressure drop
• Elimination of slag or falls
• Longer times on-line between outage cleanings

Let’s talk about how we can help you keep your boiler cleaner longer
with reduced maintenance costs.
Contact: Mitch Pezzi
(614) 975-9373
mitch@kepsspg.com

